2015 CQWW DX SSB Contest
QRM
DX QRM
40m was a battle zone, with some really good openings on 10m
this year...2E0LJZ. Licensed 1 year 7 months...2EØSDV. 50w
homebrew dipole at 10m & 1/2 vertical...2E0TBT. MY FIRST
TIME ON 40M LOW, HARD WORK!!! BE NO FUN IF IT WAS
EASY...2EØVCC. 73, thanks! Greetings from Chile...3G6S. All
six bands open but high absorption on high bands prevented
higher number of QSOs. Rates looked more like a CW contest,
but at least I’ve done a full 48 hours and enjoyed WW activity.
Ivo, 9A3A/E73A op...4O3A. Operated only 12 hrs, bad storm,
power outage, rotator broke, Murphy came for a visit. hope to
do better next year...4X6TT. Wow. Now I understand why people have voice keyers. 73 - Jack...5R8SV. Interesting openings
occurred like LP early evening opening to JA on 20m. Had a lot
of fun giving reports...6W1SR. Max output power 5W. I tried QRP
category. Thank you all stations. See you next year!...7L1AVS.
Tnx for a fine contest again. Rig:IC-7600, ANT: Dipole...
7N2UQC. Licensed EA4GLI Feb 2013 Licensed 8P9EH Sep
2014...8P9EH. FT-450 and antennas Quad for 80 and Inv.V for
160 from 20m down...9A9J. Lot of QRM, tnx to all for calling me.
2-el Yagi at 34 m and 1.3-kw output power. Congratulations to
all...9A9R. Assisted by 9W2MLS...9M2ESM. License class A
since 6 Oct 2015...9M2HCN. FT-897, DIPOLE ANT Very fun
contest and nice try to build my own antenna using wire...
9M4CKB. Antennas @ 27m (HF) 2-el Lightning Bolt Quad (LF)
Butternut HF2V Propagation came good for the contest after
weeks in the doldrums. 10m especially came back to life. Many
thanks to the organisers. 73 to all from Borneo...9M6XRO. RIG:
Yaesu FT-857 100W. ANT: Dipole...9V5ØXX. I am a 10m
diehard but enjoyed the busy 40m (sent as logcheck) for the first
time. Managed to get 77 QSO on 7Mhz...9W6EZ. QSOs were
less than our expectation, which was caused by antenna trouble...AH2R. DATE FIRST LICENSED FEBRUARY 12TH, 2014.
THE NEW LAZY H ANTENNA IS A KEEPER. ICOM 746 PRO,
10M-20M FT LAZY H, 40M SQUARE LOOP, 20M MOXON, 15M
MOXON, 80M DIPOLE...AL4Y. Rig: IC-7000, Ant: DP, PW:
60W...BA1SN. 10M certainly delivered after a long summer in
the doldrums. The band was open to everywhere except from
here on the western boundary of Asia, the path to NA/Carib was
poor with weak sigs. Too many bad signals, excess power, wide
and over modulated signals spoil the fun for everyone else...C4Z.
80W, 3-el yagi...CE3SBQ. 60W, 3-el yagi...CE3TMM. TNX to
Eugene OH5DA for technical support...CN2AA. Used QTH
CT1JLZ/OK1RF...CR5C. Thanks good propagation on 10!...
CT1IW. Fantastic contest. I will surely participate next
year...CT7ABE. RIG: Icom IC-718. ANT: Dipole. PWR: 100W
CU next year. 73...CT7AIX. Hello dr contester! Nice contest
working with 100 watts and 17m dipole on 15m band see you
73...DB1VQ. Every time a nice contest!...DC1DB. Nice contest,
TNX and see u next year. Vy 73 de Manfred...DC9ZP. Many
thanks for the nice QSOs even with a QRP station. vy 73
Harald...DDØVS. RIG: IC-7700. ANT: Acom 1000
dipole...DD1JN. RIG: ICOM IC-7400, ANT: 100-Watt Dentron
MT-2000 Spiderbeam, 100-m Longwire UCXLOG...DFØIA.
Only distributed some points. Elecraft K3, 100w...DF3IR. BEST
RESULT OF ALL 10 CQWW-Contests in which I participated.
Goal achieved: DXCC and WORKED ALL 40 ZONES in one single weekend...DF7EF. Thanks for a nice contest! I will be back
next year...DG1RPU. Thanks for a nice time on air with good
condx to North America and Far East. See you next time on air!
73, Bjoern...DG2BHB. Super abgeleufen, hervorragend...
DG3FDR. Nice Contest! 73 de Geri...DG5MLA. A few hours with
5 watts, portable on a picnic table close to a lake in Bavaria, a

lot of fun. The first 9 QSO with 1W because of wrong setting at
the FT-817. Then 5W through an Inverted-V antenna at 8m,
2*10m long...DG6TOM. Wow, that’s a show. All bands open,
quite good conditions, great DX-OPs — so a “little pistol” like me
has the best score since taking part in the CQWW. Great! 73s
de Peter...DH4PSG. WX cold and moist but condx good, I
enjoyed it! Cu next test, 73 de Erwin...DH9DX. QRP 5 Watt from
FT817 via tuner Z11 to antennas 40m, 20m. Off-center-fed
dipole FD3, 21m long, 8m high 20m, 15m, 10m. 2-el, 3-BandMini-Yagi MFB23, 11m high...DJ3GE. Super condx, hard to
choose which band to take when the sun was going down. Work
rates on high bands or get DX multies on low bands...DJ5AN.
RIG: Yaesu FT-991 75W. ANT: Windom FD-4...DJ6HR. RIG:
Yaesu FT-1000mp. PA: 400 Watt, FD4, FB-DX 506...DK2AT. I
worked with 100w into my big magnetic loop for a couple of hours
only on 80m. 73 Uli...DK2BJ. RIG: ICOM IC-7400, AL-80B
Fritzel FB-53. ANT: 2x23m dipole...DK8EY. This time very bad
PLC interference. Not happy!...DLØGEO. Surprisingly good
conditions and great activity as usual. Thanks for all the QSOs
and see you in CW part...DL1A. Not fully participated due to
heavy cold nice condx around the world, see you in CW part vy
73 de Tom...DL1ASA. See us in 2016 :-) ...DL1DF. 73, Hope to
hear you next year again!...DL1GO. After returning home on
Sunday evening just made 10 Qs on each band (10m was closed
at that time, for 160m I currently just have no antenna...DL3LBA.
Pretty good conditions. I had a lot of fun. First time worked ALL
40 zones...DL4JLM. Tnx to my host Steve, DL6LSM, to give me
his station and for his great support...DL4LAM. RIG: Yaesu FT450/FC-102. ANT: SteppIR /Loop 168 Meter Umfang...DL4ZA.
Tnx and see you in CW...DL5ASK. RIG: FT-817 ANT: Magnetic
loop, on Sunday mainly vert. dipole for 10 m...DL5EC. It was a
very busy weekend with lots of other obligations, but at least I
managed to sneak into the shack for an hour or so to join the
fun and enjoy the great conditions on the high bands (especially 10m)! I hope I’ll have more time to operate next year!...DL5XL.
TRX: ICOM 756 pro III. ANT: TA56M, FD4, and Inv V...DL5ZB.
Nice Contest. First time single-band category and I was suprised.
But next contest with better antenna -hi- cu maybe in the CW
part...DL6CT. Between my 160m SOA with DM7C I worked
under my CALL condx...DL7CX. RIG: Kenwood TS-50S ANT:
Dipole W-8010 Rating. Please only the first 24 hours...DL7FUA.
Nice contest, see you all next year, 73 Matt!...DL7VRG. Very
hard job nowadays, I have constant S7 human-made noise level,
here in the city...DL8AAM. Again nice contest. Hope to see many
dx in cw-part. 73, Volker...DL8AKA. RIG: Elecraft K3. ANT: TL922 Vertical...DL8DBW. RIG: FT1000MP. ANT: Field Vertical
GAP Titan DX...DL9LF. Antenna 3-ft. long made it across the
Atlantic ...DL9MFY. The bands were in surprisingly good shape
this year, and I managed to do quite well, but had friends visiting during the last couple of hours, so I didn’t manage to crack
the 1000 QSOs this time around. RIG: FT-1000MP. PWR: 500W.
ANT: Acom 1011, Palstar AT2K, vertical for 160m and 7-band
wire log periodic...DM1CM. 2015 was from the band conditions
great. Thanks to all stations and special “thumbs up” to my family for the great weekend support! Till next year in CQWW 2016!
73 de Stefan...DM5CQ. A really hard work on 160m phone. On
the end I had a personal score record with a new rig on dm7c.
The condx were not the best. Heard some Ws but no answer.
ODX was HK. Good activity from far east...DM7C. The DX-Hotel
was QRV :-) c u in the next contest...DM9EE. GREAT CONTEST, 73!...DU7OK. Thank you for another opportunity to play
with the best of the world. Even my xyl enjoyed
listening...DU9BX. Great contest as usual, this year from South

Cooks...E51EAQ. Not too bad for only a Butternut vertical antenna...EA1FDI. Great contest in 80m. Many tnx for all QSOs
73s...EA2KB. RIG: TS570D-G5RV Jr-80w...EA2WD. RIG:
Yaesu FT7B-Icom 706MKIIG...EA3DJL. Nice and fun contest
for me this year. See you next year! RIG: Icom IC-706MKII. PWR:
80W ANT1: 10/15/20m ECO AVT vertical ANT2: 40/80m homemade dual band wire dipole...EA4DXP. Too busy this weekend,
see you next year...EA4GST. Nice contest and nice short pileup, thanks all for QSOs and 73s guys...EA5GX. RIG: FT757GX.
PWR: 100W. ANT: 2-el yagi...EA5IIK. RIG: Icom IC-7000,
Multiband GPA...EA6/DK5IR. I am not able to play like before,
with my Icom dual watch VFO for multipliers. Am I getting older?
God, will like to check the SO2R mode one day, he he. Thanks
for the great contest. Mike...EA6SX. RIG: FT817. ANT: 6m wire
from Playa del Ingles, Gran Canaria, holiday-style...
EA8/DL7ULM. RIG: Kenwood TS-830S. ANT: Dipole Windom.
PWR: 70w...EA8AQV. Hello everyone I’ve really enjoyed contesting with such good propagation conditions. I hope to compete in 2016 with high power and make Running. Thanks very
much for organizing it. 73 es 44 de Juanjo...EB3WH. Thanks to
EA8RM for the support. A great friend. Very good competition.
Thanks to my company HAMBUY for allowing these pleasures...ED8O. Testing new QTH for contest station with provisional antenna. Good US propagation...EE5M. We had lot of fun
on low power. Rx on the inband antenna. Is easy but it’s hard to
be heard on 160m...EF7X. ANT: Wire-pyramide, 2 Beves. Cond:
Nice and interference from other EA8-station...EF8S. Ended up
being a casual effort due to lack of sleep pre-contest...EF8U.
Another nice experience with very good propagation conditions.
The bands were very crowded. It was very difficult to RUN on
40- and 20-meter band with 100w. Thanks to all participants.
Thanks to the organisation who are doing all effort to find the
cheaters. 73 Olivier...EI1A. Amazing how far you can reach with
100W...EI1E. Propagation really was a positive surprise. Great
contest!...EI7JZ. We didn’t really know what to expect from this
contest. Conditions have been poor in recent weeks and we
weren’t quite sure who was available up until shortly before the
event. The station had been on air for CQ RTTY, so in theory
everything was already tested, but we lost our 80m dipole 3 hours
into the contest. Some slight problems with Wintest crashing on
Saturday morning, but otherwise all ran well. Apologies for lack
of live scores — totally forgot prior to contest and Wintest complained when we went to enable it (network time?) Conditions
were okay, certainly not as good as previous years so we had
to work harder this year. Nice to see 10m opening although we
never achieved peak rates of other years. Thanks to those who
travelled — especially Olof and Oleg and we plan to be on for
CQWW CW next month. Thanks to all who make M/S such a
fun category! John...EI7M. RIG: YAESU FT-80C. ANT:
COLLINEAR 3-EL DIPOL. PWR: 400W...EK3GM. This is my
check log. I just recognize that logs should be submitted during
the week. Since i have problem with eyes/vision i’m not able to
do it on time and. I will not participate on CW contest.
Serge...EK4JJ. RIG: ICOM 706MKII. PWR: 100W...ER5DX.
Nice propagation where during contest time...ES1BH. Really
great contest, amazing propagation! It was really nice to hear
so many stations from AF continent. RIG: Kenwood TS-2000.
ANT: a tribander JP-2000, PWR: <=100W...ES5TF. First QSOs
for several ops...ES5YG. RIG: ICOM 760 PRO. ANT: 5-EL YAGI
10M MONOBAND...EW2BO. PWR: 70w. RIG: IC-746PRO...
EW8OG. RIG: Yaesu FT950. PWR: 100w. ANT: 8-el log periodic (20-10m), Conrad Windom for 160-40m...F1ICS. First time
in this contest just for fun with my FTdx 1200 & 100 watts,
Spiderbeam & Dipole 40m Last QSO 25/10/2015 at 1512UTC...
F4ESV. What a nicely spent weekend! Can’t wait for next
year!...F4ETG. Nice experience with F6KOP radio club...F4FET.
Contest old school! No RIG assistance, no parrot, no cluster. No
more voice at the end contest :-) TX/RX: Kenwood TS140s running between 65 to 85 watts. ANT: Wire Dipole on 80m, Rotate

dipole on over bands except 10 M, 7-el Yagi beam...F4GVZ.
RIG: FT7B. PWR: 40W ANT: Dipole @ 4m up...F5RVO.
Propagation for Europe very local on Saturday, and wide open
on Sunday. Great contest!...F8OOI. First WWDX SSB from
FG4KH.I will try to be better next year...FG4KH. I enjoyed working this contest after a period of 10 years off the air! No amplifier, my Alpha is out of order and a fixed yagi (beaming West: 340
degree) Rotor blocked! Quite a challenge! But a lot of
fun...FR5DX. Our come back to M/S in LP category. Great
fun!...FY5KE. Poor lf antennas limit things, but enjoyed all the
contest - great!...GØCER. Great contest. Had a great time on
10M band...GØFPU. Nice to the bands so busy, accompanied
with good conditions. We enjoyed ourselves, and shall be back
next year. Thanks for all the Qs. 73 (G3WDL/MØHOM)...
GØGHK. First chance to operate CQWW for years. I will be
back...GØOZS. As usual great fun. Very good behavior this year.
Went QRP just for the hell of it...GØW. FIRST CQWW PHONE
FOR A FEW YEARS ONLY DABBLING BUT GREAT
FUN!...GØWAT. A very enjoyable contest with plenty of activity...GØWWD. RIG: IC-756Pro + KW. ANT: E-Zee match ATU +
Doublet antenna 25m long. Lots of new countries, Thanks...
G1EIX. First Attempt...G1SCT. My first CQWWDX for some
years, it has not changed, still a great contest my age precluded me doing the full 48 hours, I cannot stay awake that long! My
thanks to all those who showed great patience with my low power
signal...G3PRI. Missed most of the contest due to a clash with
the AGM of the RAFARS...G3VAO. Great condx on 10m for
100W and wire antennas...G3VDB. 10M S&p only, difficult
condx with 100w and vertical! 73...G3VYI. Nice to see 10m open
both days...G3YBO. Thanks for another enjoyable contest. And
thanks to everyone for their good ears, the indoor folded dipole
does a good job but is several db down on an outside antenna.
Conditions were fairly good but not as good as I expected. The
Caribbean in particular was disappointing for me...G3YRZ. I
went on a cruise half way through Day One of CQWW SSB hence
so few QSOs...G3ZGC. Conditions pretty good on all bands.
10m still holding up but not as good as last year...G4ADJ.
Interesting dx cond: 15 better than 10 better than 20. Many signals good quality but some atrocious. Keep non-assisted!...
G4CWH. Did not have time for the full weekend so entered
Classic...G4DDL. Good conditions on both days. Pleased to
work plenty of stations...G4FKA. Thanks for running the contest...G4HYG. Good conditions...G4IUF. Didn’t hear the west
coast on 10 but a good selection from central and south america...G4JFS. 50+ DXCC with indoor antenna, happy with
that...G4KIU. Sorry to those I didn’t hear while playing with Rx
aerial!...G4L. As usual enjoyed the contest, disaster struck with
rotator stopped working with antenna pointing due north. Must
luff over the tower to repair the rotator, yuk! See you all next
year...G4OCO. An enjoyable contest. Good 10m conditions.
RIG: FT1000MP Mk V. ANT: Longwire...G4OTU. All QRP using
a Xiegu X108G running 5W...G4SGI. Surprisingly good condx,
enjoyed myself...G5E. We decided to set up a multi station to
try and introduce club members to contesting. Whilst the score
was not brilliant we achieved our aims...G5N. Last minute effort
from G5W. Good conditions, great category! Many thanks to
G3BJ and G4JKS for hosting me once again!...G5W. Only able
to do one hour due to other commitments...G6FOP. JUST A
FEW QSOS TO GIVE AWAY SOME POINTS...G6X. Restricted
hours available and still poor antennas. Enjoyed operating...
G7VTU. Built a loop the day before the contest, dx results up by
6dB enjoyed contest...G8AFN. First time, great fun!...G8AJM.
Quite enjoyed it for the first time, will be doing it next
year...G8NVX. Good contest search n pounce...G8ZRE. Good
contest with some nice DX about but got started late on Saturday.
10m not in as good a shape as last year...GI4SJQ. Another fantastic contest only issue was losing 15m late on the Sunday
evening and it was too dark to investigate. Nice to see a
Foundation Licence holder willing to have a go at contesting and

glad to say took to it like a duck to water. CME Flare did affect
us on the Saturday with conditions not really at their best. Sunday
it all came back to normal...GM2T. Great conditions, great contest! 73...GM2V. A real struggle at times trying to hold a frequency. Not much time on Sunday to really have a go. Much
confusion when a EA8 came and sat .2 up on me resulting in
chaos with exchanges...GM7TUD. Good to see 10m open on
both days for the contest...GM9N. Target was a new 15m HP
Single op record for Wales...GW4BLE. Very enjoyable as
usual...GW4EVX. RIG: Homemade TS9D. PWR: 5w. ANT: YP3 Yagi...HAØGK. Splatter, splatter and splatter. Life is hard with
100W. :-) Thanks for the event...HA3LN. RIG: Yaesu FT-2000.
ANT: HF6V H/M Copy of Butternut Ant. System, H/M 80/160m
Dipole. PWR: AMERITRON AL-811 Amp. Maximum Output
450w...HA3OU. Plan longer time to participate but heavy local
powerline noise hr...HA5UA. RIG: ICOM 756 pro. PWR: 100w.
ANT: 3-el yagi GP-s...HA6ITU. RIG: FTDX 3000. PWR: 700w.
ANT: 1/4-wl GP with 16- x 30-m radials, RX- K9AY...HA7I. Big
thanks to HA6PX for allowing me to use his equipment. Thanks
to everybody who called me. It was my first CQWW SSB where
I’ve worked almost 40 hours...HA8RT. We greatly enjoyed having such a fine, international team with 8 members and 4h shifts.
RIG: FT 2000 mod., FTDX5000 and Quadra Amps, all worked
flawlessly. Condx were also sometimes surprisingly good on 10
and 15m, great runs into NA and Asia. This time again all was
field-day style operation (500m altitude, north of Zurich, on a hillside plateau with 150m x 300m opening in the woods, with our
7 and 5.5 KVA generators and container shack on wheels). Two
24-m towers (surplus German Armed Forces) carried our tuned
160m 2- x 30-m dipole, 5 over 5 stack for 20m (upper, top-rotatable), 2-el 40m Yagi (rot.), 40m inverted Vee, 80m inverted Vee,
2- x 20-m up 15m tuned for 10m- “wild” radiation pattern also to
AF, SA, 7-el Yagi to NA, 4-el. Yagi to JA. On 15m we used a
fixed to NA, 5-el wide spaced Yagi (LX7I) and a 20 to 10m
Multiband Optibeam, rot., with 3 active el.on 15m, 10m up. Most
of the new stack matches/power splitters were homemade as
well as the harmonics-stub-filters(e.g. 160 to 80m with over 70
dB) all showed excellent performance. Several PL connectors
needed field fixing and new seals! Always good to do early TDR
(cable radar) tests. Setting up took 2 days and taking down about
one day. Nice contest with lots of fun and satisfaction. Only on
160m and may be 80m, this time, we should have installed our
beverages, however too time consuming. Sorry we did not hear
all the calling DX/Multis in the QRN...HB2T. RIG: Elecraft K3.
PWR: 100w. ANT: Force 12 C-4s for 28/21/14 and 7 MHz and
Inverted L for 3, 5, and 1.8 MHz...HB9AA. 50w output. Antenna
15 m wire on a 1...HB9AYZ. Very fun time in this contest and
superb propagation. TNX...HB9FBP. We had again a lot of fun
with friends...HB9H. RIG: ICOM-7200. PWR: 100w. ANT: 2-el
SteppIR resp. 40/80m Trap-Dipol both antennas 12-m over
ground. Condx were not bad, but always a lot of noise (big stations with splatter and other man made noise). I had no time for
contest on Sunday. Thanks to all behind. Hope to cu next year
73 de Rudolf...HB9MXY. A wire and 800w gave mult to buddies
on other bands...HC2AO. RIG: IC-765 PROIII, ANT: dipoles,
DFH-6 yagi. PWR: 1500w...HG6ITU. Great contest but a real
fight against a HV QRM all time in the contest. My apologies to
the ones I did not copy but hopefully next time will be better QRM
level was in the range of 9 db till 25 db over. Amazing conditions
in the high bands. God will Cu in the CW LEG...HI3TEJ. Unable
to operate for more than an hour or two this year!...HSØZDX.
Great contest. All-time high score for me from Thailand...
HSØZHC. Enjoyed the contest. Part time effort only. Thanks to
all for the Qs and to CQ for sponsoring...HZ1PS. First time with
“high” power, 300w! Hi...I1DXD. The antenna for all bands is my
2m antenna mast plus AH-4 automatic tuner!...I3LGP. I had
problems with my computer. In the 2nd day some QSOs between
0700 and 0800 on 14 MHz are not logged...I4XNN. Strong propagation on 10m...I5KAP. Terrible propagation, now 59+10dB

and a second later gone, in 10 meters you never know what happen...IB1W. Very beautiful contest!...II1W. Amusing, as
always...IKØWRB. The best Contest of the Year! Good propagation on all the bands. 73s de David...IK7HTB. I work only on
10m,100 watt and cb antenna...IK7LMX. Because my 50th wedding anniversary, I was on the radio only 3 hours. I refer to the
next round of November CW 73 John...IK8ARF. Beautiful test.
RIG: Elekraft KX3 running 10w. ANT: 40 mt vertical and delta
loop 15/20 mt. Good test vy loud. Thank you...IN3UFW. One
more contest from IO4W, still 15m HP assisted as this is my
favorite band and some sleeping is possible QSOs but more
mults, so the final score is a little more than the previous year.
Propagation appeared to be better on Saturday, while on Sunday
it had 1-2 hrs of delay, but more mults were on the band. It was
a little up & down from IO4W this year, on Sunday in particular,
several times I called CQ with no takers for extended periods of
time. Happy to have worked all 40 zones. Highlights running USA
stations on Sunday afternoon, and the really HUGE pileup of
TY4AB. Thanks for QSOs everybody! Ciao, Fabio...IO4W. M2
to test a configuration and a growing team, 48 hours of fun, with
a lot of spirit of game and friendship...IO9A. RIG: FT-1000. PWR:
100w. ANT: VERTICAL AND DIPOLE...IQ2CU. RTX: Yaesu FT1000 Mark V ANT: Tribander 10/15/20 + dipole 40/80 + Morgain
80/160...IQ3WW. More than contest a occasion for our members to meet together, two nice days with friends...IQ5FI. Very
nice contest As every CQWW a lot of fun Bad for no more
time...IR2L. Very glad to see 10m band in such good conditions.
It was a pleasure to work so many country multipliers ever with
low band noise level and a surprise to get into USA zone 03. It
was a pity to miss any stations in zone 2! Working conditions
from my in-town qth linear amplifier 500W out max, antenna
Ultrabeam 3 element. Software QARTest 5.8.1. Best 73 and see
you soon in CW mode...IR4B. Amazing ppropagation. A great
going away present from this solar cycle...IR4X. TNX TO
ALL!...IR9W. Excellent start with 110 QSOs/hour. Good propagation with the United States. Very happy with the score, considering the small working conditions. ANT: Dipole 10-15-20.
RIG: YAESU FT-897. Activity 18 hours...IR9Z. RTX: 2x Kenwood
TS480. ANT: Wire dipoles for 160m and 80m, rotative dipole for
40m, and triband 20/15/10m...ISØAML. Small radio station, a
lot of fun!...ISØFFV. I operated all the time from the sailboat in
which I live. 73!...IT9PZM. FT920 OB6-3M...IT9YAO. Nice conditions my first contest after getting my license...IU1FIB. HI GREAT CONTEST. WONDERFUL PROPAGATION ON 10
METERS! OPERATING 1 DAY. RIG: IC 756 PROII + SW
QARTEST mail...IV3BCA. My last participation on CQWW SSB
, 2007 1A3A. No antenna for 160, about 32 hours on radio. See
you all on CQWW CW. ANDREA...IV3SKB. RTX: ICOM IC-756
PROIII. ANT: ULTRABEAM YAGI 3 EL. 6-20mt. TOWER 9 Mt.
PWR: 500w through a KENWOOD TL-922...IWØBCF. RTX:
Elecraft KX3. PWR: 10w. ANT: 5-el homemade...IW5BT.
Participate from II9K location only to test the setup on 10m, a 2
x MB5 10 stack + another MB5 10. Big result with only 100w!
See you in the next contest!...IW9FRA. Beautiful contest, good
propagation, my new antenna homebrew for the 20m band works
very well. Best 73 Sergio...IZØDXD. Vertical antenna homemade, kenwood 570 d with power fixed at 4,7 w by internal regulation not modifiable...IZ1DGG. Back from a pesky October
(seasoned by bad WX and flu) with no boost and backlog to be
cleared, I opted for relaxing weekend/contest only. Operation
split into 3 parts, for a total of 9 hours. During the night (no QRV)
I slept blissfully ). No score pretensions or set-goal of course,
just to be there...IZ5MOQ. Beautiful Contest, a must a great fun,
great participation and good propagation almost always present
for all areas. Shame not to be able to improve the score of last
year because the amplifier has abandoned me in the afternoon
final but we’ll make next year. Thanks to all the stations that I
have linked and those who have had the patience to ascoltarmi. 73 de John...IZ8GUQ. It is hard to do SSB contest with 100W

+ 2-el Quad...JAØBJY. Only hunting a few DXCCs while not
serving as an operator of JM1LPN Multi-Single
operation...JA1BPA. Rig: IC7000M. PWR: QRP-4W. ANT: Long
Wire...JA1POS. It was a contest after a long time for us however, it was a pleasant contest this time also. And we hoped to
continue in the future...JA1YPA. RIG: ICOM IC-726. PWR: 100w
ANT: 12AVQ 3-Band Vertical...JA2KKA. RIG: FT-950M, ANT:
4-EL YAGI, DP ...JA2YEF. Condition of the 15m band was very
bad...JA3BBG. It was hard contest. Called many times but no
reply...JA3IBU.
RIG:
IC-706.,PWR:
50w.
ANT:
Vertical...JA3JM. Great contest, picked up some new
CALLs...JA3QOS. RIG: Icom 756. PWR 50w. ANT: 4-el Yagi
15m high...JA6EFT. Condx was very good, especially on the
high bands...JA7BME. RIG: TS-990S. PWR: 200w. ANT: DP
11m high...JA7CNS. This time I entered SOA20m for the first
time and used the Internet for the first time ever as single operator, so this was a real first ASSISTED for me, hi. Condx was
so-so but unfortunately unexpected snow forced me QRT due
to heavy QRN! So I had to QRT or S&P for real strong stations
above 59++ noise for many hours. Sometimes used the lower
tri-bander for receiving. Although fortunately I broke the JA
SOA20m record, I don’t think I could win in JA, even JA8 record
in vain. Maybe next year! 73s, Akira...JA8RWU. I enjoyed the
contest. FTDX-5000MP 200W...JE1CWQ. I enjoyed the contest. But it was not so good with the 10m condition...JE1RXJ. I
QRV on 80 single band low power. The condition was not good
as a last year...JE1SPY. Thank you all stations!...JF2FIU. TS850(50W) Whip on my balcony...JF2KWM. Classic-OP & Rig
RCVR: 75A4 XMTR HOMEBREW PSN. PWR: 20W. ANT: WHIP
UP 35MTRS...JG3EHD. Only had limited time the same as
usual, but enjoyed the time I had on...JG5DHX. RIG: IC-7600M
Power down. ANT: 4-el CQ. QRP WM-2 Using...JH3DMQ. RIG:
ICOM IC-756 PRO2. PWR: 100W. ANT: TA-371, DP Very nice
contest!...JH6FTJ. I want to do my best on the next time!...
JH8CLC. I enjoyed the contest. I can do many QSOs with DX
Station...JH9CEN. TS-590 50W Vertical 4mH...JH9DRL.
Thanks FB contest! And see you next year. “yoko”...JH9JJD.
IC-7800 with IC-PW1(1kw-Amplifier) 10m-4el-Cubical-Cuad
15m-4el-Cubical-Quad 20m-6el-Yagi 40m-4el-Yagi 80mRotary-Dipole...JI2ZEY. I enjoyed the contest by QRP using
homebrew 2-el HB9CV beam...JI3CJO. RIG: YAESU FT-847.
PWR: 50W...JJ1HHJ. Operating location is “Tarumi-ku, KobeCity in Hyogo” RIG: TS-850S. ANT: is GP...JJ3TBB. 50 Watts
and 6 meters long vertical antenna...JK1EXF. It’s my first
CQWW DX Contest...JK6CSW. I enjoyed the contest. HK-706,
IC7200, 100w, 10mhDP HK-706, IC7200, 100w, 10mhDP...
JN1VFF. The actual maximum power output used is 5
watts...JN3DMJ. I’ll challenge to get much more score next
time...JN3WPH. RIG: FT-2000D. ANT: 8-mh HB9CV DP...
JO1SIM. RIG: YAESU FT-450M. ANT: verticals...JO3PSJ. I
enjoyed the contest. RIG: IC-7000M. PWR: 20W. ANT:
HF15CL...JP3KPJ. I enjoyed the contest...JQ1COB. I enjoyed
the contest. Thanks for all!...JR1JCB. The condition wasn’t so
good. I enjoyed having QSOs. The maximum output power in
the contest was five watts...JR1NKN. I participated at Mobile
Car Shack. Output power is 30 watts...JR2AAN. Conditions
were not good. But I enjoyed the contest...JR3RIU. FT817ND
QRP5W handmade full-size DL...JR6HMJ. Thanks for giving me
a fun...JR7DUT. Made a one-man expedition from Guam.
Antennas did not work as expected but enjoyed a contest from
another island. Hope I can come back again for better. Thank
you for all who called me as well as sponsoring this great
event...KH2/KG2A. Conditions were not optimum for QRP SSB
with a compromise antenna. But it was fun...KH6CS. Contest
started great until we changed to the low bands. We had s8 to
s9+20 noise on 40, 80, and 160 all weekend. Our thanks and
apologies to all who wondered why we were asking for repeats
— a lot! We need to find it and fix it by CW weekend. Thanks to
Alex KH6YY for letting us play with his station. Thanks all for all

the contacts...KH6J. I am happy with a good effort. This is all
search and pounce, I did not run at all. While conditions were
generally good, my dipole was not oriented correctly for Europe
and I ended up building and hanging a secondary 20m dipole
oriented for working over the pole which worked out well. I still
could not break pileups without a lot of patience, but I was able
to work through the aurora flutter on Saturday evening. I was
very sad in that I could not work PY7ZZ. He had the “2ZZ” of my
call but it did not work out. ZZ calls are worth more than a mult
to me. And I think that working TC2C is mainly optimism on my
part, but we’ll see what his log says...KL2ZZ. Had a few new
ones for Alaska and one all time new one for me...KL7DG. Great
fun, 30 year old equipment ran great...KP2XX. Elecraft KX-3 +
R6000 and W3DZZ...LA1DSA. Club effort with own members.
Two of them on contest for the first time. 10 meter was a surprise. We worked DX hours after sunset. Other bands also in
good shape...LA4C. Equipment - Elecraft KX3 with a home made
vertical antenna QTH - Hatten, Fredrikstadmarka, Norway.
Locator JO59LG Shack - Hammock under a tarp in the woods
WX - Saturday rainy and windy. Sunday clear and calm. 9-14 C
...LA5ZTA. Icom IC-756 PRO III, SM-20 Microphone and
Multiband Dipole...LA6PBA. Great conditions except AS/OC,
great fun. First full time single-op effort. Tired towards the end,
but will be reapeated!...LA6VQ. Good conditions and great fun!
Equipment; TS-590 and windom antenna...LA8OKA. All QSOs
were made using my “wire farm antennas”: Dipoles for 40- and
20-meter bands at 24 meters from the ground and one loop for
20- and 10-meter bands...LU1JHF. I was very license limited,
but fun indeed!...LU8EHR. IC 7200 ALPHA 91B Antena X7 UP
60 feet...LU8XW. Due to some technical problems I had to give
up the contest on sunday...LX7I. Chased multipliers mostly...
LY2IJ. Two transceivers failed during one contest — my new
record...LY4OO. 93 missed mults this contest. Could not break
pileups. Hard to keep running freq with 100W for more than 30
minutes sometimes. Three new temporary towers with
monobanders were built for this contest...LY7Z. PWR: 90 W.
ANT: Wire 15 meters long...LZ1FJ. RIG: FT-100D. PWR: 100W.
ANT: OB16-3...LZ2JA. Short weekend participation just to give
others LZ multiplier...LZ2JE. Band conditions relatively poor but
made up for by activity. Worked 39, 40 zones only missed out
on 23 but did hear a couple of stations 100w to a 4-el
SteppIR...MØA. Band conditions improved just in time! First time
in the SOAB HP section. Pleased with the score although there
will be many higher — but for 200w and a wire antenna, not
bad!...MØMCV. More contacts with 5W on 10m than on other
bands with 100W!...MØMPM. GREAT FUN Conditions good
considering the flux was low...MØPNN. BAND CONDITIONS
INTERESTING, NO FAR EAST STNS...MØRBE. Wonderful
conditions for our first ever CQWW...MØREG. Didn’t operate as
much as I wanted but good fun all the same...M1N. Amplifier
blew at 11 a.m. Sunday, rest of contest on just 100w :-( ...M2L.
Not much spare time this weekend. Had to work all day Saturday
and part of Sunday. Will try to be more organised next year.
Great contest but not as good as the CW Leg...M3C. A gentle
entry — mostly S&P with cluster assistance and only three bands
available here...M3W. Better conditions than expected, especially on 10m. Thanks for the QSOs from the team at Cambridge
University...M4A. Better condx on Saturday than Sunday. Local
QRM forced QRT early on Sunday...M5T. K3, 5-meter wire with
ATU (LDG), Win-Test 4.16 I always operate from decent multiop station for CQWW since 1988 so this year’s is completely different experience for me. At least healthy weekend as I enjoyed
nice autumn walk both days but really really bored. I need some
place for CW next month. Sorry for not answering greetings as
I do not have foot switch and using F4 (my call) and F2
(exchange) only. 73 Kazu MØCFW/JK3GAD...M5Z. Very
pleased to put M6T multi-op back on the air, all new ops apart
from two of us. Rebuilding for the future and many thanks to station owner G4BAH. Great to have such good HF conditions, we

all had a really good time the team got on very well together...M6T. Wasted my time sticking to top band just wiped out by
big stations...M6Z. Came on to give some points away and got
carried away with the decent conditions. No 160/80 antenna so
score is badly compromised...MM2N. RIG: ICOM IC-736. PWR:
10W. ANT: MA5B @ 15M AGL...MM3NRX. Elecraft K3 and
OCFD. Lots of stations from Eastern Europe and Russia with
incredibly loud and clear audio on their frequency, but garbled
papps and mwapps from them on my frequency, over 4KHz
away! This gives them such an unfair advantage, there really is
no contest. Great conditions on all bands, ears still recovering
from the splatter...MM3T. A decidedly part-time effort this year.
Shame I didn’t have more time...MM4D. RIG: Icom 7000. PWR:
400W. ANT: Vertical dipole/horiz dipole/2-el Yagi at 5m
high...MW7X. 66 yrs old Grandma who LOVES her amateur
radio hobby. Icom 745 (1980 made) with 2 solar panels 6-6 volt
batteries...NH7PE. Had to work both mornings but still, 3052
contacts made for a lot of fun!...OA4SS. Much better condx than
expected to all continents — super contest!...OA6Q. Very good
propagation on 10m and on the other bands. I already started
with a husky voice due to a bad cold but at the end i could not
talk anything, hi. Working conditions are a K3 with 100 watts and
a wire antenna under the roof of a multi-story apartment house.
Excellent receiver performance of the K3 on all bands especially
with overcrowded bands. Most significant insight ... some guys
have to learn that it is much more important to listen than to call.
I am crazy about the upcoming CQWW CW — looking forward
to meet all of you in the contest! 73 Michael...OE1CIW. I enjoyed
the contest with verticals on my 6th floor balcony...OE1HHB.
RIG: Kenwood TS-570D. PWR: 100W. ANT: WindomAntenna...OE2LRO. Happy to be able to do at least a M/S low
power from new QTH, as station is still not fully established...OE2S. It makes fun to be part of the crowd!...OE2WNL.
I was working from my car with mobile setup. TX/RX:Yaesu FT857D. ANT: Mobile Antenna Yaesu Atas 120A For this reason i
was using my Call OE3MCS/M But i was parked all time during
the contest at the same Location or QTH:VIenna GRID:JN88DD
Lon: E016 17.476 Lat: N048 09.667 Tnx for the contest, hope
to have more time next year!...OE3MCS. Transceiver Yaesu Ft
817 ND...OE3VET. My inverted L worked well on 10, but not at
all on 80 nor 160 m...OE4WWL. With three OP and only parttime operation still satisfied with the result. CQWW generates
band openings that shouldn’t happen. Had fun and will
return...OE5T. License issued on 16-JAN-2015 TNX to all contestants for the fine QSOs! Setup - screwdriver antenna, FT857D, 10Ah lead gel battery...OE6FTE. Tnx for nice contest. I
used FB DXlog, MKII, TS-590 (100w), antennas OB11-3 tribander, wireloop 80/40m and inv. V for 160m. Hope to hear U
2016...OG3P. My pre-contest rest was not so successful this
time. I was not able to exploit the band conditions and got distracted to DXing mode far too often. I had to take many short
breaks as I had a problem with my left leg. It was swelling and
aching a lot. Fortunately it was nothing serious. I missed the best
20m opening of the contest to NA as I was sleeping away my
stupor. 15m was the money band but the QRM level there was
horrendous and at times limited the QSO rates severely. It was
very difficult to find a decent spot to run. It was a delight to work
DXCC on the higher bands. With a bit more effort it could have
been possible also on 40m...OG6N. Had fun with a short wire
antenna 4m above ground. Thank you sunspots!...OHØBR.
Less pain with one radio. Felt like 1980’s. Real Classic! I did
enjoy this one, instead of maximizing the QSO Fun.
Classic!...OHØV. Great fun, although I was about to go crazy
with all the splatter!...OHØX. TX antennit 40 ja 80 dipolit, 10-20
biimi X9 , masto 32 m...OH1BV. Quite good conditions. It was
a quite tight race with Jari, OH8L, until the second night when
we once again experienced the difference between OH8 and
OH1 U.S. conditions. Especially after the CME impact Jari kept
up a steady rate hour after hour while I couldn’t get any run going.

The situation improved a bit at my side around 00Z when the
conditions peaked up also here in south. Anyway thanks for all
QSOs and congrats to Jari for a new OH record!...OH1F. Very
nice contest indeed...OH2FHN. RIG: IC-756 Pro II. PWR: 50 W.
ANT: TA-33MW Tribander...OH2LU. Nice fun and testing FTDX3000 same time learning new features. Sorry if audio was tight
every now and then as setting mic EQ to own ears suitable
level...OH3OJ. ANT: OCF dipole, 160m dipole, 40m sloper to
east...OH3WW. Testing a non-standard windom at low height.
Fun to 7 MHz S&P in the last few hours of CQWW SSB after
doing 21 MHz first at OH3BCX...OH5ZA. Hi all Was very nice
propagation in contest weekend. See you next year. 73 de
Juha...OH6GAZ. Good ears and lots of patience!...OH8KA.
Many thanks to Jari, OH8WW, for the opportunity to operate his
magnificent station and for his hospitality! 73, Olli
OHØXX...OH8WW. Condx way down from the previous
years...OH9A. RX/TX: IC-7600. ANT: Loop, Butternut...OH9GIT
RIG(s)...OK1AJY. FT2000 100W + 3ele.Yagi tribander...
OK1FHI. RIG: YAESU FT-950 + PA. PWR: 800W. ANT: DIPOLE
2 x 20m...OK1FRO. RIG: Kenwood TS570. PWR: 100W. ANT:
Double Zeppelin 2x36m...OK1HFP. RIG: FT1000MP MK5F.
ANT: INVERTED L DIPOL...OK1JOK. TRX: FT-847. PWR:
100W. ANT: MULTIBAND DIPOLE G5RV...OK1KCF. Just testing setup - KW TS690SAT, N1MM+ Logger, no Internet...
OK1KEO. TRX: FT-847. PWR: 100W. ANT: MULTIBAND
DIPOLE G5RV...OK1KZ. RIG: FT897D. PWR: 100W. ANT: 3el YAGI 10m high. I am looking forward for CW part of CQWW
CONTEST 2015. 73 Ivan...OK1LL. Transceiver: TS590S.
Power: 100W...OK2IUH. Good contest with many stations. See
you again friends. PWR: 70W. ANT: LW 40 M...OK2SWD. Good
conditions on higher bands. ANT: vertical, dipole. PWR: 100
watts...OK4DZ. RIG: TS480SAT. ANT: dipole 10m high...
OK4GP. RIG: FT1000MP MarkV PA ACOM 1000. PWR: 800W.
ANT: Vertical 30m, dipole, Yagi, logper Titanex...OK7O. SO2R
operation FT5000DX + FT1000MP GP 27m 160,80m Inverted
‘V’ 80, @18m GP 40m Half Square 40m, 2x dir USA, JA 4-el
20m @18m 5-el 15m @16m 2x 6-el 10m @16m Microham
MK2R+ Beverage 20, 42, 200, 250, 320 deg 160m MiniWHIP
RX ant...OK7Z. TS850S, LW...OM2DT. TCVR: IC756. PWR:
100W. ANT: Multiband Dipole...OM7AB. OTAVA77, PWR:
100W. ANT: Windom...OM8AHJ. Nice Contest 73 de Pat...
ON2AD. Dipole and 50w...ON3DI. Nice contest, 73 Rene...
ON3VS. TRX: KX3. PWR: 5W. ANT: Hygain DX88...ON4ANE.
TRX: FT-950. PWR: 100W. ANT: R8 & DIAMOND W8010...
ON6AT. A VERY NICE CONTEST...ON6LO. GREAT CONTEST 100% fun...ON7HLU. Just enjoyed playing around for a
few hours...ON7PX. Good 10m Conditions. Thanks to ON4GI
for use his Station...OO5G. THRILL WHEN 5W1SA CALLED
ME WHILE CQing, ENJOYED THE GOOD OPENINGS TO ASIA
THIS YEAR. SEE YOU NEXT YEAR...OQ4T. Very good conditions, with very high rates!...OR3A. Once again never called CQ
:-)...OT1S. Great to work you all! Max. rate was 420 per hour!
Time on was 16 hours, due to other duties! Cu agn soon in CW!
Theo...OT4A. This was a thrill to work, all bands open, and ups
and downs with condx. but very fun to run...OU2V. RIG: K3.
PWR: 100W. ANT: 160+80M 80M vertical loop, 20+15+10M
Hexbeam...OZ3SM. A mixture of fun and frustration as electrical storms and arcing power poles vied for QRM supremacy.
Electrical storms won knocking out the power. Much time
lost...P3F. A very enjoyable 24-hour contest! Concentrated on
rate, at the expense of mults. Thanks to all!...P49Y. Very nice
contest...PAØEMO. Losing many hours on Saturday for visit but
managed a reasonable number of contacts for my humble setup
while the new TH3jr was showing bad behaviour in an inexplicable way so just turning did destruct the SWR sometimes. Too
bad, my log has the frequencies, put in by hand but N1MM does
not export as I have no computer linked setup...PAØMIR. RIG:
ELECRAFT K3/10. PWR: 5W. ANT: 80/40 M: DIPOLE; 20/15/10
M: 2-EL CUBICAL QUAD...PAØRBO. Nice to join this SSB

Contest. Conditions were good in 21 and 28 MHz...PA2GRU.
Wonderful contest, for me the highest score ever from my home
station!...PA3DAT. Nice to work on 10 and find the band wide
open!...PA3DTR. Just testing my new KPA500. So hunted mainly for mults only. 73 Mark...PA5MW. All worked stations will get
a special QSL-card via bureau!...PA9ØIARU. Only 1 vertical
antenna...PBØACU. See you all in the CW contest and next year
of course. Used vertical and wire dipole. FT857 with
Sommerkamp FL-2500 (400W)...PB7Z. Great contest again!...
PC2D. Nice contest-10m wide open FT858--FB33...PDØME.
Operator’s restricted Netherlands Novice class amateur and
QRP Station Thanks for a nice contest!...PDØPMS. Things to
do. :-( Participated for a short time at PA6V. And a few hours at
home. 2 new DXCC for me. Great contest. See you next year.
73s...PD3OES. My first contest!...PD3RFR. 73 to OMs & YLs all
over the world!...PD9DB. Surprising results for my TS2000X,
40m coax, a 1:9 balun and 20m alu wire hung between the houses, not over the roofs. Highest point: 8.5m AGL (=ASL). Many
big stations really wanted to make the contact and made quite
an effort...PE1EWR. All QSOs made in QRP 1W with a dipole
all bands 73, Adriaan...PE2K. Made some QSOs after work to
test a renovated 12AVQ 3 band vertical...PE4A. Great DX in this
big event. http://pe4bas.blogspot.com for more info...PE4BAS.
Thanks for the organisation, it was a nice contest...PF1MO. RIG:
TS-590S, barefoot, mean pwr out to antenna 50Watts. ANT:
Homemade horizontal multi-band dipole, 5m above ground level.
I enjoyed this contest very much. Many thanks for it!...PG1R.
Great show! good to see so many friends again on the
band!...PG2AA. RIG: Kenwood TS590s. ANT: Double Inv-V
40+80m & Hygain AV-620 20~6m...PH2M. My first time, I like it!
Good luck everybody...PH4E. We take part in the contest with
4 stations. Seven guest operators visit our club for the first time.
The goal was having fun and that goal has been reached!...
PI4CC. Back in multi operator contesting knowing we had a serious handicap no 15m antenna. We decided to bring a PI4COM
team effort despite this handicap and to show our presence on
the other bands. For sure no winning score, but for sure a lot of
fun and steep learning curve for our rookie operators...PI4COM.
First time using PI4DLZ Call...PI4DLZ. We had great fun with
the Dutch Young ladies club!...PI4YLC. Nothing like going swimming in the pool during the contest...PJ4Q. RIG: FT857D. ANT:
Vertical...PP5FMM. We did have fun for the some hours we operated...PP5JY. PWR: 100W. ANT: 5/8 Vertical... PP5UP. Trying
the new classic class for the first time. Seems to be fine for us
very old entrants...PS2T. RIG: ICOM IC 7800. ANT: 4-EL
YAGI...PY2HT. CDR GROUP...PY2QM. Conditions were
exceptionally good on 10 meters!...PY2XC. First contest I joined.
Thanks for the opportunity...PY4NY. RIG: TS-590S, AD-222,
KIT-40. ANT: INVERTED-V-80...RØAEW. RIG: FT-817ND.
ANT: GAP TITAN. Tnx nice contest!...RØJF. RIG: FT-817ND.
ANT: G5RV. Date first licensed: 21 JAN 2013...R2ABT. PWR:
55W. RIG: IC718. ANT: 2-el QQ, GP...R2AD. RIG: Icom
IC746pro. ANT: 4-el on 10,15, 20m; 3-el on 40m; Triangle on
80m; and Dipole on 160m...R2DEU. Vertical/100W...R2DFE.
RIG: Elecraft K2 and Flex-1500. ANT: Wire Antennas...R2LAC.
RIG: SunSDR2. PWR: 20W. ANT: Magnetic Loop...R2MA. Tnx
to all operators!...R2WW. TNX FOR THE NICE CONTEST! CU
next year...R3LC. TRX: TS-2000x. ANT: Dipole 160/80, Delta
Loop 40-10...R3LW. RIG: FT-950. ANT: GP, INV-V...R4CO.
TNX 73!...R4RA. License date 2014-05-08. PWR: 50W. RIG:
FT-817ND + PA MX-P50A. ANT: City-Windom 40/20/15/10m...
R4SAJ. I use the following antenna: 4x6-el Yagi H-frame up 42
mtrs. 5-el Yagi up 45 mtrs, 5-el Yagi up 20 mtrs. RIG: SunSDR2.
Very good propagation despite the low solar activity! See you
all in CW 73 de UA6AA @ R7AB...R7AB. RIG: Icom IC-756
pro3...R7FL. RIG: K2. ANT: Delta, Yagi...R7FO. RIG: ICOM760PRO. PWR: 100W...R7GA. FT897 W3DZZ...R7HL. TU
EVERYBODY, CU NEXT TIME!...R7KQ. RIG: TS-870S. ANT:
DL...R7KX. W3DZZ + 300 wtts. TNX!...R9AB. My balcony anten-

na work!...RA3DQP. TRX: TS-2000. PWR: 100W. ANT:
Inverted V 80-10...RA3LJ. RIG: Sun SDR2 Pa. PWR: 90W. ANT:
5-el Yagi...RA3RA. RIG(s): ICOM IC-718; ANT: GP...RA6LIS.
RIG: FT-817. PWR: 5W. ANT: 4BTV...RA7RA. RIG: IC-780.
PWR: 90W. 73!...RA9FEL. TRX: YAESU FT-1000MP MARK-V
FIELD. ANT: LONG WIRE. Many Thanks for this contest CQWW
SSB 2015. I got some DXs. 73!...RC3C. RIG: R399. PWR: 100W.
ANT: QVAD-10M ALL THANKS FOR CONTEST CUL
73...RD3DS. RIG: FT-897, Ameritron AL-811...RD5A. RIG: TS480. ANT: WINDOM... RD8O. RIG: FT-897. ANT: R-Quad, InvV...RK3DYB. RIG: FT857. PWR: 80W. ANT: INV V...RK3E.
PWR: 300W. ANT: 6-EL 3-BAND YAGI, VERTICAL, INV VEE
DIPOLE. My best 73! de Igor...RN2FQ. Thank you for the contest!...RN3B. Worked SO2R, IC-7600 and FT-1000D (5 watts)
ANT: 2-el QUAD, 3-el YAGI Delta 165mtr,80mtr...RT4W. RX:
K3, FT-1000 mark-v. ANT: STACK 3*6-el, A347, Tribander, 2*.
PWR: 1 Kw...RT5Z. 73! TNX! RIG: KENWOOD TS-450S...
RT9TM. We had a poor antennas on 80 and 10m, and getting
low level mults and QSOs on this bands...RU1A. No serious
effort. Just a training session...RU9CZD. RIG: IC-718. PWR:
100W. ANT: Inverted V 20-40-80 m 14m high...RV6LCI. RIG:
K3. ANT: GP...RV9CX. RIG: Icom 7800. PWR: 5W. ANT:
Multiband vertical ECO, LW 120m...RW3AI. RIG: Icom IC746.
ANT: 2-el quad 20m, 2-el quad 15m, 3-el quad 10m, Inv-V40
and 80m, LW 160m...RW3DVW. See you next year!...RW4S.
Nice conditions on 10m...RW9WT. RIG: ICOM IC-706. ANT:
portable telescopic MFJ 1899T. PWR: 5W...RZ3ARO. Very nice
contest I am a young operator and I work the contest the first
time. I am just 18 years before 10 day...S51AC. RIG: FT2k. ANT:
LQ160, INV V , INV V , 3-el. TB @8m...S57C. Never heard so
many stations from Pacific. Amazing conditions. The only problem were 2 wrong spots about my call and that made a lot of
confusion (some U.S. stations calling me for the second time,
believing that they are working someone new. Please trust your
ears not the Internet!...S58J. Thanks for all Qs. RIG: FT1000MP. ANT: DIY Inv-V for 40mb. 73 de Wille...SA6BET. Good
propagation! Real FUN!...SA6U. Always happy to give some
points to the guys who exchange QSLs via the bureau...SF7WT.
Played around a bit, pretty good conds...SJ2W. A fun contest
where the team had really fun working all other. And the conditions where nice. New club record so we are happy. Looking forward to next year...SK7K. Really nice conds...SM2T. RIG: Icom7700. ANT: 3-el ultrabeam Deltaloop for 40 vertical 80m my first
ssb contest what mess...SM3LBP. Remote station at JP82tw
Operator in Stockholm...SM3WHL. PWR: 100W. RIG: IC-706.
ANT: 7-EL YAGI...SN1J. First time SO2R with FTDX9000D and
FT1000 MkV New antenna setup two stacked tribanders - 11
elements. New 40m qso techniques with W, K stations (split).
Fantastic 48h. Thanks...SN7D. 12 years old operator licenced
in 2015...SO5DA. 13 years old operator licenced in
2015...SO5FF. 12 years old operator licenced in 2015...SO5K.
ROOKIE - lic . 20.06.2013. RIG: FT 990. PWR: 80W. ANT: Delta
up. 9m...SO5MAX. TX/RX: ICOM-746. PWR: 100W. ANT: nr 1:
160/80M monoband dipole, nr 2: Vertical 7-band. nr 3: 2-EL QQ/
20-10M...SP1DMD. PWR: 80W. RIG: IC751A. ANT: short wire
10m...SP1FPG. PWR: 100W. ANT: GP 6m on balcony...
SP2WGB. RIG: IC-765+SB-220M. ANT: VERTICAL 1/4L...
SP3GTS. RIG: IC 730. ANT: Windom FD-3...SP3JZX. Thanks
for a great contest again! SP3KRE team...SP3KRE. RIG: IC 746.
PWR: 100W. ANT: QQ 2-el 3-band...SP3LD. RIG: IC 746. PWR:
100W. ANT: A4S...SP3YM. RIG: IC 751A. PWR: 80W. ANT:
Dipole x 20m up...SP4GHL. RIG: TS480S. ANT: BAREFOOT
BROADBAND VERTICAL 10MH...SP5BYC. I am happy beating old Polish QRP 15M QRP record...SP5DDJ. RIG:
FTDX5000MP. ANT: HF-9V, random wire (approx 53 meters)
for 160m, 80/40m shortened dipole...SP5DL. AFAIK this was
the first time since early 1960s that our club took part in CQWW
SSB. We had lots of fun. Encountered some technical problems
when our PS and antenna switch controller went south but thanks

to SQ5NHL and SQ8JMDs skills we managed to overcome and
get back on the air...SP5KAB. RIG: FT-897D. ANT: OCF4,
G5RV, 4-ELYAGI, DELTA by MØPLK, DIPOLE, LW
150M...SP5PDA. RIG: FT-920 W3DZZ...SP6BMW. RIG: FT
1000MP Mark V. PWR: 100W. ANT: DIPOLE FOR 15M h=45
QSO=600 SOp Assisted LP 15M...SP6DVP. RIG: HOMEMADE
TRX. PWR: 5W. ANT: INVERTED L / 50 RADIALS...SP6OJK.
RIG: IC 775 DX II. PWR: 200W. ANT: Yagi GB37 made in
SP3GEM...SP8MRD. RIG: FT2000. ANT: dipole...SP9BGS.
RIG: IC738. ANT: CP6 40-10m, Dipole 2x19, 7m 80m...SP9EMI.
RIG: ICOM IC7100. ANT: ATU 40m Delta...SP9GMI. TRX:
IC730. PWR: 80W. ANT: INV V...SP9KJU. PWR: 95W. 73s! CU
next contest...SP9R. RIG: YAESU FT-1000MP MARK-V. PWR:
100W. ANT: DIPOLE DELTA, YAGI MOSLEY TA33...SQ4G.
RIG: IC706MKIIG. PWR: 100W...SQ6DGO. Three stable antennas for 40m used in contest. ant1: 2-el vertical quad for Asia.
ant2: 1-el vertical quad for Europe, usa. ant3: 80m horizontal
delta loop...SV3GKU. The Biggest Contest!...SV9COL. Just for
fun this time!...SV9DJO. The Joint T42US CUBA/USA TEAM
Had A Great Time And Worked In Harmony!...T42US. Thank
you all amateurs. Nice to contact you...TA2ANL. Thanks for the
nice contest...TC3P. Difficult CDX but had fun and learned a lot!
73, Benni...TF3CY. Nice Contest. Please put our club on
LIST...Radio Club de Costa Rica...TI2KAC. Great venue to work
out the bugs in a brand new radio!...TI8/AA8HH. RIG: Icom
IC759 Pro3. ANT: Dipole 80...TM2G. Thanks everyone for
QSOs, see you next year...TO2M. Thank You for the contest!
All The best. Mike...TY4AB. MY FIRST CQWW PHONE CONTEST WAS IN 1956...U1BA. Fine contest! Tnx all for contact!
See again!...UAØWY. RIG: IC-7600. ANT: 3-el SteppIR...
UA1AQA. RIG: ICOM-718. ANT: DELTA 160M...UA1CUR. RIG:
FT-897/FT-857. ANT: AV-620 CitiWindom 10-80...UA1OOX.
ANT: Triband YAGI XL-335, GAP TITAN DX...UA3DOA.
Another one beautiful contest! It’s time to test my new hm antenna Moxon on 28Mhz. Many thanks to you!...UA3IVF. RIG: FT950. PWR: 70W. ANT: LW...UA4ARF. RIG: OMNI-V + compressor audio +10 dB. ANT: LW- 85m - 35m Higt, GP by
DL2KQ...UA4NDX. RIG: YAESU FT-857D. PWR: 60W. ANT:
GP 3-Band (20/15/10m)...UA4WGM. RIG: FTDX3000. ANT:
Delta Loop GP...UA6HLN. RIG: IC-718. ANT: 4-el
QQ...UA9OMT. RIG: IC-756PRO3. ANT: 1.8-7 MHZ DELTA, 1428 MHZ SPIDER Operators born 2001-2005. TRAINER School
club station - Vladimir Chaplygin...UD3D. 73! RIG: YAESU
FT817nd. ANT: Dipole...UN8PT. RIG: KENWOOD TS-590.
PWR: 1kW. ANT: 5/4/4-el quads (28-21-14 MHz)...UN9GD. RIG:
Icom-718. ANT: OCF Dipole...UP2F. SW2012 25w.- SSB (10w.digi.)...UR1YDD. RIG: SW-2013 MINI. PWR: 5W. ANT:
GP...UR3PGW. RIG: KX3 #1407 home-made PA. PWR: 100W.
ANT: DIPOLE 15 m height...UR3QM. RIG: TS 870. ANT:
Cushcraft A3S, dipole, vertical...UR5EPG. ANT: Frame 10m,
three turns on the 1st floor window, Long wire 40m up 4m with
tuner. RIG: HomeMade. PWR: 20W...UR5FCM. RIG: homemade. PWR: 5W. ANT: GP on 21 MHz...UR5KBP. RIG: FT-950.
ANT: Delta, 2xDelta, 2xQUAD...UR5LAK. It was great propagation on 28 MHZ!...UR5XMM. RIG: KENWOOD TS-570 D.
PWR: 100W. ANT: DIPOLE...UR5ZTH. I had a lot of fun participating in this contest! Propagation was in our favour...UR6EA.
RIG: IC-718. PWR: 100W...US8MS. Good test! 73 ts-480
sat...UTØFC. RIG: SW-2010. PWR: 150W. ANT: Inverted
V...UT1PG. RIG: FT-950. PWR: 90W. ANT: XL-222...UT3RS.
RIG: ICOM IC-746. ANT: Delta Loop on 40m ...UT5AX. RIG:
HOMEMADE TRX. PWR: 4W. ANT: GP...UT5UUV. RIG: FT767GX. ANT: DELTA on 80M...UT8AL. RIG: MiniYES + PA.
PWR: 100W. ANT: Vert Delta (85m prm)...UT8AS. RIG:
FT757gx...UT8IK. RIG: FT-897D. ANT: Inv.V...UW6M. RIG:
Icom IC-721...UX1VX. RIG: Kenwood TS590...UX2U. TNX
73!...UX5MC. Not much of a contester but made a few contacts.
73...VA1CM. I love this contest. One of my favourites!...VA3NW.
RIG: ic-703. PWR: 5W. ANT: End fed vertical wire. It never ceas-

es to amaze me what 5W and a long wire can achieve when big
antennas are listening on the other end. All QSOs are in eQSL
and LoTW...VA3PCJ. Had a great time in the 15hrs that I have
worked...VA3TIC. Very good conditions and a pleasure to operate with a view of the lake. Anybody else see a beaver swimming by and a mink frolicking on the dock while running Europe
on 15M? Thought not. :)...VC3X. One more DXpedition to Zone
2 behind. At this time I operated as a SOAB Low Power Assisted,
conditions on all bands were great and I’ve enjoyed by NA, SA,
and EU pile-ups often. I was impressed by QSO with 5W1SA on
40 meters during morning time through W`s pile-up running low
power. Thanks to Yuri VE3DZ and VE2CSI Team for help with
preparation to DXpedition to Zone 2 and to all who called me
during CQWW DX Contest. 73!...VE2IDX. Visitors only:
Geogette Welling and Henry Jarsyna VA3OV This is the great
DX contest, we at VE3DC look forward to doing it every year.
We increased our DX Countries this year, even though our QSO
count was down slightly. Another great job by our operators,
especially since we had 3 newer Hams in the group, learning
contesting. Thanks to all that worked us, great DX as well as our
North American hams. 73 Rick VE3BK... VE3DC. PC crash early
Saturday, used Win 10PC for rest!... VE3PN. Great contest and
conditions...VE3VGI. Conditions were generally excellent,
except that I missed the awesome 10 meter opening from last
year. That hurt since it’s the only band I can run on SSB with 5
watts. So no running this year (less than 1% of Qs). QSOs were
down and multipliers were up, netting almost exactly the same
claimed score as in 2014. As always, I give my compliments to
the many ops who spent far too much time pulling me through.
Modestly improved low band antennas also helped. I think I’m
just about done with QRP SSB. It’s too painful, for both me and
everyone I call. It can only get worse as the sunspot count
declines. Rig KX3/DVR, 5 watts, N1MM+ 10-20 Explorer 14
@15m 10-40 Inverted vees (N-S, E-W) @14m 80 Tower vertical with short radials 160 hah!...VE3VN. Good contest as always.
Fantastic to hear the higher bands open. Always great
fun!...VE3ZZ. Nice to see bands open so long...VE4YU.
LICENSE DATE JULY 2 2013 I’m a blind ham and haven’t got
a logging program so I hope this is ok. I’m not sure what my
claimed score is, if i manage to earn an award or certificate that’d
be neat and surprising...VE5SDH. Bands were wide open for us
and our noise problem went away for the weekend. We had
FUN...VE6AO. Great propagation on day 1, lots of one-way on
day 2...VE6ZC. I had a lot of fun participating in this contest. I
gave a couple of great radios a good workout Friday the newly
Vintage FT-757GX and a venerable old IC-751A for the duration of the contest. 73 Gerry...VE7BGP. Well I spent more time
than I thought. Bands were not bad but 10 meters never really
opened to Europe. I had to take a DXCC break when TT8AMO
was spotted on 20 meter CW. I need TT8 confirmed for Honor
Roll so my CW break was a success. Great Contest...VE7XT.
Great conditions!...VE8NSD. Absolutely the best band conditions in years for the entire contest...VE9FX. First CQWW SSB,
thanks to all for the QSOs...VK1NS. Part time effort, having just
got off a plane from Huntsville, Alabama...VK2CZ. ROOKIE 24th
November 2013...VK2FCOR. A struggle for Low power and
Basic Antennas though Band conditions were good 100W and
a wire is a long way from competitive...VK2NP. Just a little play.
Gave out some numbers. Had fun anyway...VK2PN. Only had
a short go this year but it appeared to go well for most operators. Intend to participate next year. Would like to thank all those
who help to run CQWW contest...VK3NRW. Hexbeam at 10m Yaesu FT897...VK4BRT. 10m was wide open everywhere
despite propagation forecasts. Very well behaved contest on
10m. My max power was 400 watts into a 2-el triband yagi at
10m...VK4CL. Dry Electrical Storms Limited My Operating
Time...VK4EJ. PWR: 5 watts. Great band conditions 5-el on 10m
4-el on 40m...VK4FAAS. PWR: 100W. ANT: 133-Foot Windom
Dipole. RIG: Icom IC-718...VK4HEC. Another great contest and

learned even more than last year. Built a 20M hex beam from
conduit, fishing poles and 4mm cable. Ant. was 4M off the ground
turned by hand but worked great. Can’t wait for next year. Thank
you for the pile up before the end of contest. A great experience...VK6SMK. Great to be part of this world wide event.
Thanks All...VK6VAX. Only had a couple of hours to participate.
Heard some great stations but couldn’t work them...VK6WX.
Just joined the contest for a few hours. Hope you like the qso
with me...VR2XMC. I used Kenwood TS-480 HX 200W with
G5RV and Moxon (15M) antennas...VU2CVS.RIG: ICOM IC707. ANT: barefoot with single wire trap diople...VU2DED.
Thanks to the organizers for all the efforts put in making this a
nice contest...VU2GRM. A part-time effort on 10M. It was good
to hear many VU ops on the contest this year...VU2LBW. RIG:
FT-200D. ANT: HEX BEAM 20-10M/G5RV Junior FOR 40M.
PWR: 150W. A great beginning with a pileup of 50+ Qs at 93/Hr
soon turned into a lost day due to an urgent call from the MQTH.
My hopes of running a big score was soon lost and changed my
plans to go unassisted. Kept an eye on the spots looking for multipliers and working them in between the office work breaks. By
the time I closed the Mqth work by 1100Z on Day 1, propagation started playing up and it was an effort to even break into the
rx of UAs and the EUs. I also found that I was not hearing enough
of the EUs and especially the Scandinavian belt. Also missing
was the JAs and BYs. Just 1 JA in 311 Qs! Interesting propagation lessons learnt and need to learn to ensure that the MQTH
is out of bounds during contest weekends :) Enjoying and
Improving! Will keep rocking!...VU2MUD. It’s always a fun to
work in CQWW contest. I am 16 yes old and this my third CQWW
contest. I was first in India and 5th in Asia both years. I operated from a farmhouse. Made all bands antenna. N7XM and
VU2NXM helped me with the equipment for contest. Next time
will like to use big antennas. I would like if someone helps me
with some equipment. I am a rookie. My license Date:
26.06.2013...VU2NFG. A great contest as always! One of the
best propagations ever in a long time. The NA run was unreal
and guys were as loud as 20 to 30 over 9! Highlight was working zone 6 and zone 2 who called me in the pile ups! Missed
zone 34 commitments and could operate for a total of 26 hours
only. See you all in the next contest!...VU2PAI. Nice to participate in the contest with my upgraded callsign...VU2TO. First contest...VU2YVK. SFI 113 SN091 A 007 K 03 SW 446.5...VU3KPL.
My first contest using vu2abs Hexbeam and Icom IC
718...VU3MOA. First time participating in contest. Tnx to
VU2NXM for guiding me. MY LICENsE Date :26.06.2013...
VU3RTL. Once again, it’s tough to deal with propagation at 80N.
10m dead up here and 40m had high noise. Still, we were happy
to give out zone 2 from the PEARL Ridge Lab...VYØ/VE3KTB.
My 1st CQWW contest...VY1MAB. Had a great time this weekend as a new ham participating in this contest!...WP2SC. RIG:
FT-1000MP+Amplifier. PWR: 400W. ANT: Yagi 5 Elements
Monoband...XE1H. One of the memorable moments occurred
when running in the middle of a gargantuan NA 20M pileup, I
briefly asked to stand by to let hearing stations outside NA, a
complete silence came, then A71CV was faintly heard and
worked nobody interrupted! Hats off guys, many thanks for your
sportsmanship and exemplary behavior!...XE2B. Very
Fun...XQ1TUW. Great fun had by all considering 100W max and
low dipoles...XU7AJA. RIG: FT-817ND. PWR: 5W. ANT: Mobile
Whip...YBØANN. Just install on last day a new handmade, dualband, 80&20M rotary dipole...YBØUNC. Nice DX QSO Contest
with worldwide Amateur Operators...YB3JOS. I can’t continuing
contest, I had a problem with my antenna...YCØQR. In this
CQWW, this is my first contest. joint with ORARI - YB3ZBD and
BLAZER KEDIRI RAYA | BKR DXC TEAM, good luck to the next
contest, 73...YC3RPW. RIG: TS2000. PWR: 100W. ANT: multiband vertical...YL5W. Nice conditions, good propagation. C U
in CW next month! 73s...YO2LEA. RIG: ICOM IC-7800. PWR:
200W. ANT: SIRIO GPE 5/8...YO2LEL. RIG: ICOM IC-730.

PWR: 100W. ANT: DIPOLE...YO2MJZ. RIG: Kenwood TS870
+ ICOM IC-2KL. PWR: 500W. ANT: Echo 3-el/band Yagi...
YO3RU. RIG: Icom 7000. ANT: Cuscraft R8 30 w 73 Good
luck...YO4FKO. 4W, LW antenna / magnetic loop...YO4LHR. It’s
a hard life for low power on SSB 40m. Tnx everyone for qso.
73s...YO4NF. RIG: KENWOOD TS-450SAT. PWR: 100W. ANT:
MULTIBAND DIPOLE FD4...YO4SI. THANKS TO ALL MY QSO
PARTNERS SEE YOU in 2016! 73 Dan...YO5DAS. RIG: TS 850
SAT. ANT: CP 6 INVERTED V...YO8BFB. RIG: TS-590+HLA
300 PLUS. ANT: 10M LOOP ANTENNA 73!...YO8CIY. RIG:
ICOM IC-7700. PWR: 100W. ANT: 2x8-EL YAGI...YO8DHA.
RIG: FT857D. ANT: GPA3B(HM). NICE CONTEST...YO8MI. My
first participation, great contest! 73...YO8SYS. RIG: TS830S.
ANT: DELTA LOOP...YO8THG. RIG: Yaesu FT-857D. ANT:
fishpole antenna...YO9HOW. RIG: FT-950 + PA. PWR: 400W.
ANT: A3S...YP5A. RIG: IC-746 PRO. ANT: 5m wire GP on balcony...YT2AAA. RIG: YAESU FT 847, LPA. PWR: 1.4 kW. ANT:
GP + 8 x beverage...YT4A. Good activity and propagation on
10m. Thanks for QSOs...YT7R. 73...YU1HFG. Just to give some
points...YU2M. Long power outage on weekend put me out of
the game hope better luck to see you on the CW part...YV6BXN.
Nice to test calls and exchange PC voice, up to 289 and 276
QSOs per hour...YW4D. Happy to do my little contribution...
YY6CAM. I have been trying to visit the historic and scenic island
of St. Helena for some time it is a three day trip from Ascension
Island on the Royal Mail Ship “St Helena.” Visits will be easy in
2016, when the new airport opens...ZD7W. “ZL PORTABLE
K7ST” is NOT “ZL FOUR ST”!...ZL/K7ST. We are definitely not
a contest type of club. But, we decided to find out what it is like
to operate one. We liked it and want more of it. Our only experience before this one was the yearly Josh White field day event
which is far removed from any international contesting. We give
our thanks to all the hams we made contacts with all over the
world. We will be back next year. Contesting will become a vital
part of our club’s activities...ZL1AM. Equipment IC7700, ACOM,
OB18-6 Great contest as always, shame about 10m not opening to Europe! All of the equipment worked this year!...ZL1X.
Always challenging with local noise and limited activity in this
region. I was disappointed that there did not appear to be the
usual VK activity. Was happy to add some new DX for this
band!...ZL1YE. Excellent exercise - thanks for setting
up...ZL2BCO. SO/SB operation and found 40m very busy and
noisier than previous years but still enjoyable...ZL2CC. Personal
commitments made this not a full time event for me. The Rugby
world cup matches ( SA vs New Zealand - we lost 20-18) and
Argentina vs Australia took out quite a bit of time as well as a
trip to fetch a friend from the airport in George on Saturday. All
in all though quite a reasonable result for me and I was quite
surprised at the fairly good conditions, especially on 10m where
I had expected the lower sun activity to really make it harder than
it was. Used my Icom 736 barefoot with 100 watts and a 2 wavelength centre fed on 40m, 2-el quads at 23 m agl on 20m and
15m and a 5-el yagi at 22m on 10m. My score on 15m was not
really that good I felt and I will try to improve my antenna on that
band. 80m was a complete washout with very high noise levels
and barely discernible signals. Thanks again for a fun filled weekend!...ZS2NF. Total operating time 14.5 hours...ZS6RJ. Many
thanks to the participants and organizers of the WW Contest
2015! Unfortunately, I had three times an interruption of power
and I had to rebuild the program. Best 73 es DX!...ZS9Z.
Operation dedicated to PY5CA SK AUG 26TH...ZW5B.

USA QRM
At 82 years I had a good time...AA4GT. Fabulous condx with
flux of 140...AA6EE. Well, we lucked out with 10m wide open
during the entire contest...AB2TC. I let my tech wife KM4HQL
take over when 10m was open and she got hooked!...AB4LX.
Second contest I ever tried...AB8AA. Great to see all the activity and good conditions on 10 meters...AD8J. Lic 2/19/15 I am

10 years old! 1st CQWW SSB! Little girl award?...AE4FH. First
CQWW SSB...AE4M. First time in CQWW DX wild time. More
DX contacts per hour than I thought was possible from my little
station. Barefoot power, 40m doublet 20 foot high antenna.
Operated Sunday only for about 9 hours with breaks for
chores...KØBAK. We thoroughly enjoyed the 2015 CQWW SSB
show! The 10 meter QSOs were an unexpected pleasant surprise, following some very poor band conditions not long before
the contest. Activity levels on 15, 20, and 40 were likewise busy.
Our QSO count on 160 meters was very low perhaps the stormy
remnants of Hurricane Patricia were an influence? Thanks to all
the great operators around the world for picking out our callsign.
See you in 2016!...KØGEO. 10 meters was finally open. My first
time working this event. I had a lot of fun and am looking forward
to next year’s event...K1AUS. Not full time effort (football) 100%
S&P...K1IX. My first DX contest, other than giving out points,
since installing my little pistol station, however the pistol still
needs more ammunition. Need to address my lack of 80 & 160
antennas, and 10m power out was pretty low. I wasn’t really able
to get a good run going, but S&P was pretty effective for me.
Good conditions overall. Although I wasn’t able to avoid other
commitments during the second day. Still I had a great time, and
I hope the score helps the club a little...K1KA. Had so much fun
on 10 meters, I almost forgot to try the other bands! As a rookie ham, it was quite a thrill to work Hawaii on 10. Will be back
next year -- as an Old Timer!...K1MTD. 40 mtr ssb is really tough
with 4 watts and a vertical antenna!...K2GMY. Nice contest, I
looked for stations on bands I needed. Lots of fun...K2HAT.
Condx good enough for openings to most areas, so can’t complain too much about it. But they were not good enough to allow
me to run ’em. Kept trying on and off, with little success. It may
well be quite a few years before running becomes a possibility,
at least with this station situation (25-foot-high 4-el yagi, installed
just for the contest in this restricted community)...K2PS. Attic
tribanders & low band dipoles were effective...K2TER. GREAT
FUN WITH KX3 AND 5 WATTS...K2YGM. K3CCR is the club
station at the Collington continuing-care retirement community
at FM 180W in MD, just east of DC. For the CQWW SSB only
N3UM was available to operate, and only for 17.7 hours.
Propagation and activity were good on all bands, better than
expected on 10 and 15m. Since SFI was only moderate. Did
S&P on the low bands and initially on the high, but was able to
run EUs on the 3 high bands on the second day. Our inverted V
on 40m performed well worked 9K2, A71, and YD. High bands
were quite good to the mideast In the very last hour a “Classic”
multiplier crawl on 10 and then 15 m. Found 4 new zones and
8 new countries. On 20 m at 23 logged JA in zone 25 for 4 mults
in those last 3 minutes. Fun...K3CCR. Overall, conditions were
pretty good here. Nice to see 10 meters ‘wake up’ for this one.
But, I think that 10 meters is really usable on a lot more days
than it gets used because everyone listens and no one
talks...K3JZD. Band conditions and propagation were very
good...K3SOM. Glad I had homebrew PA in reserve since Henry
3K blew up 2-1/2 hours before end of contest...K3TC. It’s always
a challenge on 40m SSB when running 5 watts QRP!...K3TW.
Unexpected good conditions, thanks to everyone for the
QSOs...K3ZJ. Too many ops don’t know how to work a pile up
properly...K4SBZ. Thanks a lot for the fun. Enjoyed my first
CQWW DX contest! Enjoyed the band openings!...K4VBM. Part
time remote from NC. Had fun!...K5AUP. 100W 6-ft. whip Mobile
in MS and AL...K5KLA. I need more muscle on 40 and 80 meters,
but the higher bands were good...K5XU. Great Fun. Found several weaknesses in the station...K5ZO. Great conditions! A real
pleasure...K6CSL. This was definitely a 10m contest for me.
Plenty of DX, plenty of room to spread out and HEAR each other
plenty of stations to work there. Conditions were actually quite
nice, especially on 10m and 15m. 20m was in unusual form for
me, I was able to work European stations well into the day. As
usual, it’s nice to hear so many of you when most of the time we

just hear each other in CW/RTTY. For this contest, I was using
a Yaesu FT-857D into an Ameritron ALS-500M running a cool
300W. Antennas Butternut HF9V ground-mounted vertical with
83 radials. 10m was AWESOME! So much fun to be had. Thank
you for a few new DXCC entities! Thank you for a couple new
zones, and thank you for a whole lot of fun! No, I’m usually not
a big fan of SSB contests, but I will DEFINITELY see you next
year in CQWW SSB 2016!...K6JEB. We had a blast operating
from Will’s station! Conditions were much better than expected,
and 10 meters was a big surprise. K3JO did a great job in the
overnight on 160 despite marginal to poor conditions. W1VE did
most of the running and KE1J concentrated on multipliers. K6ND
filled in in-between and provided some much needed relief.
K6ND has a superbly engineered station on a not-very-big lot.
The 80 and 160 wire 4-Squares did their magic, and the single
C31xr and home-brew 2L 40 performed above and beyond the
call. We also had a single C31, fixed on Europe, on a 20-ft pole
in the woods as our multiplier antenna. All in all, a fun time for a
bunch of CW ops doing SSB...K6ND. This the best contest of
the year. I appreciate all the hard work both the operators and
organizers put into it. Thank you all and 73...K6PGH. Set a goal
of 500 Qs and 500,000 points. Biggest thrill - FR4NT long
path...K6SCA. First time with CQWW SSB contest. Using 100W
to HexBeam...K6VDU. Had a terrible fall health wise, so felt good
to sit down and play radio. I am slowly getting healed, but it is
slow. Thanks for a fun time and all the Qs...K7ABV. Was only
chasing new countries for my DXCC. Need a better low band
antenna...K7DD. Don’t know why stations saying “QRZ” bugged
me so much this year. Why couldn’t they just give their #$%^&#@
call?...K7GQ. Not easy barefoot!...K7HV. Bands way up and
down in Northwest but always fun!...K7JAN. First time submitting log...K8EEE. It is tough with verticals! Nice conditions. The
T42US group did a great job in the true spirit of ham radio...K8GL.
NOT MUCH OP. TIME, BUT FUN!...K8OZ. First CQWW. Lots
of fun!...K9FRO. Part time effort. Too many things going
on...K9GY. Worked the entire contest with my hexbeam 5 ft off
the ground on a tripod!...K9IBM. Put up a 2-wire 80M beam but
vertical had better report. Ended up on 40M instead. Had FUN
with just a 40M inverted VEE...K9IDQ. Enjoyed seeing the band
explode to life post summer doldrums...K9MK. Heard more than
I could work. Thanks for a good contest. 73...KA1DBE. TNX for
great contest! Bands in good shape and OPs were very friendly...KA2VLP. Great band conditions. Thanks to all the DX stations for the QSOs!...KA6BIM. ROOKIE - 08/29/2014...
KA9BBQ. It was a great weekend to be on the radio! Also out
did my last score! See everyone in 2016...KBØARZ. Great contest...KBØPPA. My first contest running QRO. What a thrill to
be able to make contact on the first call running S&P. SB-220
did the job! Family obligations kept me from being on the air
more...KB1GKN. Greetings all! 10m was in outstanding
shape...KB2HSH. First attempt at a multi-multi...KCØYFC. 1st
licensed 2013. KW TS-450SAT into Windom. FN31on...
KC1ACN. First timer, that was intense!...KC2ASA. First time in
18 years I have done this contest...KD1O. Thanks for a great
contest...KD4LEM. Blew the amp 5 hr into the fun, drat! Bands
were wonderful for once!...KD7DCR. RIG: K3 ANT: 2-El
SteppIR...KE1V. With only a multiband wire antenna,I had lots
of fun, 40, 20, &15 were the main bands this year with weak 10m
opening, lots of S&P and even the big stations didn’t seem to
have the runs they had last year but maybe we will get one more
year out of 10 next year, Great Fun!...KE2TR. Beams down tower
work. Big difference not using a BEAM! 73...KE4KMG. Very glad
that 10 meters was wide open! It made all the difference...
KE4VH. This was my first contest!...KE7NUQ. Got BY-China for
a New One on Phone...KE9EX. Lots of stations with “poor”
audio...KFØIQ. High bands declining rapidly, sorry to see them
go...KF2O. 3rd year rookie Licensed 04-26-2013 OK?
Garry...KF5VDX. Great contest, great signals, I was real happy
with propagation, and all the operators were great...KF7TY.

ROOKIE 06/23/2015 QRP. RIG: YAESU FT-817. ANT: HOMEMADE 20M DIPOLE. PWR: 5 WATTS...KG5GMN. Thank you.
Used my new 41-ft multiband vertical antenna and was floored
to reach France and Japan today from Washington state...
KG7UET. Good Band Conditions Friday night. Saturday AC
power started cutting on and off at a rate of 3 times per 20 min.
At 2 pm it was lights out. So 9 hours and a Mexican meal at the
Roadhouse (they had power) later...KG8CW. Slow start. Had
fun in the early AM both days...KG9Z. First time entry...KI4EBD.
Great contest. Thanks to CQ...KI6LTC. Could not get a streak
going at all. Hunt and pounce practically all the way. Found my
3/4 WL 40 Mtr sloper not so good apparently. Need 40 Mtr vertical back on Hytower...KI7M. Casual contesting...KJ4CEG.
Fine business...KJ6LJI. Lots of fun with crowded
bands!...KK4RV. This is my first Contest...KK6IVX. Had fun,
despite a shorted feed-line...KK6L. First contest. Lot of
fun...KK6PVS. RADIO IS A STOCK YAESU FT-817ND. MAXIMUM POWER OUTPUT WAS UNDER 4 WATTS...KK7VL. My
first contest, I had fun and cannot wait until the next!...KM4HQL.
Operating conditions RCI-2950 with homemade half-wave wire
vertical dipole...KM4HVE. Band conditions seem to be pretty
good with 10 meters being open the last week or so...KM6JD.
Enjoyed working a number of JAs...KR1A. Never know when a
rare needed band entity might show up in a contest and be workable. Saw C3 stations spotted at other times when no contest
but could never hear them. C37N had a great signal here, real
59! Tnx for being there!...KS7T. When the 1st guy you work is
in zone 29, you know it’ll be a great weekend!...KU2M. The sun
shone favorable on the masses this year. Amazing conditions
for heading into a 2nd Maunder Minimum. Conflicts of many proportions keep me from a Maximum Effort. I hope I did not miss
the best conditions for my lifetime. B1Z on 20m with wires in
trees was a treat...KU4V. First licensed Dec 20, 2012 Very satisfying contest, was only able to participate a few hours, but 20m
was a feeding frenzy! Running an ancient Yaesu 747, feeding
direct to a 40m off-center dipole dangling at 12m in the front
yard...KV4LV. Only had a few hours on Saturday to operate...KV6O. My best DX WW ever. 10 & 15 meters were the best
from North Carolina, especially 15. I was amazed at the number
of stations on the air. QRM made it difficult to separate some
signals. My little TS-430 & G5RV did pretty well all considered.
Made it a challenge at times, but that is the fun of it, right? I find
that I am not quite as quick at 76 than I was in my earlier years.
What a great hobby to have for retirement...NØKOE. Thank you!
I picked up a few new countries and a few more states...NØLD.
Only reason for assisted is for 160M Hawaii SSB search. Rained
Friday night and part of Saturday morning. Band conditions were
good but I need to better 80M antennas. Focus low band more
in following years for cycle. Not a lot of Zone 18 out there...
NØODK. Great openings to India and Middle East...NØUU. It
sure got interesting in the last hour of the contest when stations
in Asia could be copied in W1 land...N1BCL. This was a 100%
S&P effort with limited hours. Glad 10M opened up. I spent most
of my time on 10/15/20. Very tough on the ears compared to CW
contesting. Station: TenTec Omni 7 @ 100W, Heil ProSet Plus
with HC4 element Antennas: 4 element Triband yagi at 30ft,
80/40 dipoles, 160M inverted L Computer: Win 7 PC running
N1MM Highlights: Breaking pileups on the first try (that DX setting on the Heil HC4 really works) Working WL7E on 20M for a
double mult with 2 minutes to go Thanks for the QSOs. 73
Rick...N1DC. First time recording. There look to be a few cut out
sections. Will continue to improve this capability...N1UR. My 1st
SSB contest I’ve ever submitted a log for. Had a great
time!...N2IIE. Not as much time as I would have liked but bands
were nice and busy...N2IVN. Amp blew right before test. Tough
with just wires and low power...N3KF. GREAT CONTEST...
N3MWQ. Looking forward to the CW contest next month!...
N3RS. Great band conditions this year...N4DCT. Worked 101
countries on 10M running only 500w to a 3-el yagi!...N4QS.

Operating from Yellow Spring, WV...N4RA. S0S was ATNO thanks!...N4TZ. Part time, good conditions...N5KF. Always Fun!
Thanks to all for the QSOs!...N5RZ. Weather was perfect for this
contest. Steady rain with NO lightning made for exceptionally
quiet listening all weekend. Mostly S/P and a few run times, operated /ASSISTED and the band map keep me busy. Only one
main antenna so hard to try and run much. It has been right at
a year since the SteppIR DB18E was placed on the tower and
it finally got the workout it needed. 73 es thanks for QSOs...N5XJ.
All stations found by operators. No spotting used. Very bad power
line noise on all bands...N6AA. Conditions were mixed. I could
not hear anything on 80. Asia on 20 was lots of fun. Zones 1728 were worked except for 22. I could not crack VU2PAI despite
hearing him both days. Great to have 10 hanging in despite lower
solar numbers. Thanks for all the QSOs...N6AN. Great conditions, especially 10. Hard to run, mostly hunt and peck...N6AR.
4100' from the North Cascades G5RV antenna...N6LB. 4-el Yagi
for 20 on a van...N6MI. It’s nice to hear people say “Hi Bob” when
I call in. I just wish I could remember their names too...N6TV.
This was our first attempt running a multi-op single transceiver
station...N6YG. Kenwood TS-950SD with 99 watts output, Heil
BM-10 Headset, and home brew G5RV up 50 feet, running N-S
at 6,053 feet elevation from Laramie County, Wyoming. Great
conditions. Nice to see 10 Meters open! Worked most of the DX
with one or two calls. Another “Boy and his Wire Adventure” for
this 58 year old “kid,” from my Apt. QTH. Thanks to all who heard
and worked me...N7MZW. I had fun. See you next year...N7VZU.
Great conditions on 15m! Pre-contest goals were accomplished
beyond my belief! Wanted 100 Countries and 35 zones with 500
QSOs. Score speaks for itself!...N8DE. Sick but found some
countries that I needed for DXCC...N8FE. Great fun time and
the bands were really good...N8MWK. I had a slow start early,
but went gang busters during the second day...N8NYI. GREAT
CONTEST WEEKEND WITH LOTS OF DX CONTACTS GREAT
BAND OPENINGS DURING THIS CONTEST EXCELLENT
PROPAGATION ON 20 40 AND 15 METERS...N8SK. Busy
weekend, sorry I had to miss the good conditions...N8VW. RIG:
Yaesu FT-817. PWR: 5W 160-10...N8XA. Go MRRC
GO!...N8YXR. Only got to spend a few hours this year but I had
lots of fun as always...N8ZFM. Decent conditions. Working mainly to fill DXCC on 40 and 80m. Looking forward to CQWW
CW...N9IO. Got on from father-in-law KAØUAX’s shack while
visiting in ND for a family event. Great to see the bands not so
dead!...N9KY. What a contest! 80 and 160 were the only real
disappointments. Asian openings fantastic! WW always brings
out the activity...N9RV. SO2R Dual Yaesu FT950, Monoband
Antennas...NC7M. A part-time effort. Conditions seemed relatively good...NDØC. Could not do a full time effort due to work
but got to operate 19 hours. Nice to be able to count my score
with the Florida Contest Group for the first time! Thanks to
CQWW for expanding the circle. I live in Florida and couldn’t be
counted with the FCG in the past. Now if we can get the stubborn ARRL to do the same thing that would be great!...NF4A.
Thanks CQ for Great Contest...NJ9U. Small amount of operating is better than no operating...NK5G. Nice contest, good condx,
and lots of fun. THANK YOU!...NK7Z. All S&P, making points
for the club. There was some really interesting prop Saturday
evening around 9 and a few others really well — easily S5 —
and I called them for a long time, but was never able to raise
them. I was essentially knocked off of 160M and 75M due to a
hellacious power line noise issue...NN4X. Happily surprised that
condx were so good after several weeks of doldrums...NN6DX.
I traveled on Friday and got to the shack right at the bell. Spent
another half-hour getting setup. Not that it was urgent, 75m
Phone had only local ragchewers and nets for the first several
hours. With limited time and interest, I chose the category that
the CQWW SSB Records page shows the USA had “no entry”
so my entry would have a chance at the USA Record! Finally by
04z each night I could work a few Canadians, Thanks! Midnight

and sunrise allowed me to work Hawaii, Alaska, and Japan. And
well, that’s all I could work 80m QRP SSB. I could hear plenty
of DX, but unless they were S9 and no pileup I couldn’t get
through. That’s quite normal for QRP SSB NN7SS (op K6UFO)
80m Kenwood TS-590s at 5 watts SDR-IQ receiver and
Spectravue software panadapter...NN7SS. For me, an unusual
foray into the world of SSB. It will take much more practice for
my ears to be able to decipher callsigns amid all the QRM. A
good antenna would also help. Here are the results of my modest effort, rife, I am sure, with errors...NO2D. Operated the first
day as multi K4TCG. After coming back, operated from home to
see the difference...NO9E. Thanks to all who worked behind the
scenes...NT4Z. A lot of QRM. Just can’t do too much with a
G5RV! Had fun!...NYØT. Contests are great for identifying station improvements...NZ3O. Need better time management and
prep next year...WØJM. Great band conditions. My goal was a
part time operation and logging 100 Qs. Mission accomplished.
Had to spend time with XYL who is recovering from a broken
hip. The time spent was fun...WØRAA. It was a great contest
thought I did well but I guess others did well too nice to see the
bands open...WØYJT. Casual operation, great conditions phone
is NOT fun for me...W1FJ. Only a check log - I wasn’t feeling it
this morning, had some local QRM which was S7 noise floor so
gave up after an hour or so of not being able to hear anything.
Got to figure out a different approach to this. Tom...W1TEF.
Good to be back on the air from our new house...W1WEF.
Another “all wire” effort, G5RV and 160m dipole!...W2CCC. Very
busy weekend but got in few hours to play...W2HCB. 100 watts
and a wire antenna was all i needed to have fun and keep up a
good rate!...W3BC. OCF @40', 15m inv V 25'. All S&P...W3CF.
First contest wth new Kenwood TS990...W3GK. Thanks for the
Contest!...W3ZAP. Limited time to operate, unlimited
fun!...W4DHT. This was a test for operating from a remote location...W4PFM. ft1000mk5>SB220^carolina windom 62'
NE/SW...W4QNW. THIS IS MY FIRST CQ SSB CONTEST! 100
WATTS AND A WIRE...W5KAL. Part-time effort, much more of
a cw guy. Thanks to John K4FT for coming over and helping out.
Antenna work from over the summer seems to be paying off.
Looking forward to the contest season this year for sure as I am
finally getting the station closer to the goals I have. Thanks to
all for the Qs! 73 Bryan...W5MX. Operators who speak so fast
they cannot be understood discourage many callers...W5THT.
mult.problems with equip. decided to quit early 73 Pat...
W5WMU. My 1st contest from the US. Just a few contacts, but
it was fun! 73...W6EUH. Last week of work so minimal effort
(working Saturday & Sunday). About 2.7 hours...W6NS. Only
part time 10 & 15m effort. But still had fun...W6SR. Fun Contest

as Always...W7CAR. About a +/- 24 Hour Effort for me...W7DO.
Work commitments over the weekend ended our annual M/S
effort...W7VJ. Thanks for all the Qs and 73 Tom...W7WHY. TR4C and 14AVQ still cuts the mustard...W8GOC. Saturday was
“Fun, Fun, Fun till my wife took the radio away!” Not really, we
went to see the Beach Boys in concert and it took a good part
of the day and a short period on Sunday to recover...W8KNO.
Awesome Contest, Awesome Conditions...W8TAH. I am back
into amateur radio after a 36 year break and this is my very first
contest! Enjoyed the heck out of it and will get a proper logging
program so I don’t have to transcribe the next time...W8TJM. I
had fun running the whole contest with vintage Collins Radio
equipment...W9GL. This modest effort was my personal best for
a single op entry...W9GT. Conditions not as bad as expected
and a lot of activity from rare zones...W9RE. I thought the bands
were in good shape. Missed 3 zones only...W9XX. Good to be
an amateur radio op working the contest - say no more!...W9YK.
Goal 100/40 got 82/27 but had fun...WAØKDS. Great condx. All
bands were wide open and really hopping...WA2BFW. I missed
the first 5 hours but got a pretty good score at the end...WA6KHK.
Gave up after computer and network problems...WA6POZ.
Operated remote from Tokyo Japan...WA6URY. TS-440S and
a Double Zepp all bands...WA8AXF. Fun contest, noisy bands
both days... WA8LE. THANKS TO N4GYN FOR USE OF HIS
STATION USING REMOTEHAMS.COM REMOTE CONTROL...WB2RIS. 268' wire loop at 35', N1MM logging software,
Heil Pro Headset. 73! Steve...WB4OMM. TS430S, Alpha 87A,
120 foot vertical + radials...WB4WXE. Had family in from out of
town. Just ran the bands here and there...WB6BFG. I was forced
to use N1MM and I barely got things working. But forcing myself
into doing the contest helped me (a person that really likes
Writelog) get to understand how N1MM works...WB6CZG. Made
some great early morning contacts on 40 meters...WB9KPT.
Great time...WB9LRK. 5 watts, a dipole, and a vertical - what a
blast!...WFØT. Very crowded! My hunt and peck score tells it all.
Great conditions here in NC...WJ2D. 40m band only (single band
ROOKIE entrant) April 5, 2013 license grant...WK9U. QRP is
tough in this contest. Still had fun!...WN4AFP. Nice 10M conditions. You could really see grey line propagation...WO8USA. I
was to be a part of a multi-OP operation running as NX6T. All
operators cancelled so I entered with my own callsign. Unlike
previous weekends where 10 & 15 meters were lacking, both
bands were open way past their expected closing time. For me
40-meters was quite a disappointment...WQ6X. I operated this
contest mobile while in motion...WX4TV. Great openings on
10M!...WY7KY.

